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I. The crime of terror act is a targeted crime, the purpose of which, in the case specified in Paragraph (1), Point a),
is the force to make the passive subjects listed in the legal facts do, not do or endure something. It is due to the
speciality or significance of the passive subjects (government organ, other government or international organization)
that the force is considered as a terror act, and no further “terrorist purpose” is necessary for it to be realized.
II. Due to groundlessness, the verdict of first instance can only be repealed, if the groundlessness cannot be remedied
in the proceeding of second instance. Partial groundlessness can be remedied in the proceeding of second instance
based on the content of the documents and by way of correct factual conclusion or evidence, it has no quantitative
limit, and the remedy of partial groundlessness is obligatory in the proceeding of second instance. Thus facts, which
are deficient or against the document are considered complete, and may not conceptually result in irremediable
groundlessness in the proceeding of second instance.
III. The compliance with the obligation of justification can only be examined with regard to well grounded facts, or
facts that were made well grounded, since if facts are not established, the related justification cannot either be
required.
IV. Procedural act and court independence is violated in the repealing verdict by the order of hearing of another
council by the court of first instance due to a reason, according to which different evaluation of evidence from the
same council cannot be expected .......................
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Whoever performs the submission of tax returns with untrue content by a person, who has no knowledge about the
untrue nature of the tax return, is considered to have committed the crime of forgery of private documents as indirect
accomplice .........................................................
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I. In the event of instigation, wilfulness is a two-sided factor. The behaviour of the instigator and the crime to which it
is directed can only be wilful. The conscious content of the instigator’s behaviour can only be direct. As the instigator
does not put up with the perpetrator committing the crime, but desires and targets the same.
II. The pure fact that the crime was committed by way of a statement or communication of a thought (in words,
writing), does not result in the significance of the fundamental legal expectation of the freedom of opinion. If the
commission behaviour of the crime is the exertion of violence, or an act that is related to or threatening with the
exertion of violence or a violent behaviour, the realization, targeting of the same, as well as in the event of the partial
preparatory behaviour made with verbal or written statement, the perpetrator does not express an opinion, but acts
with a purpose, that is exercises behaviour (of perpetrator, accomplice or preparation). If violence or threat with
violence is also part of the legal facts of the base action of the targeted perpetrator, no reference can be made to the
right to the freedom of opinion ..........................
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I. Criminal Decision in Principle IV of the Supreme Court is – still – applicable for the interpretation of criminal
organization, which is still obligatory, as Section 195, Paragraph (2) of Act CLXI of 2011 on the organization and
administration of courts provides that directives, decisions in principle and college opinions made prior to this act
entered into effect shall be applicable until the passing of the regulation including the different instruction.
II. Agreement according to the concept of criminal organization – as an element of organized commission – means
a decision related to the commission of crimes to be committed in the future, which may include the consistency of
the petitioner, and the planned nature of the crime represented in significant circumstances or methods of
commission. However, the determinability of criminal organization is not restricted by the fact, if the method of
commission is different from the preliminary agreement, or that not all and every detail of the commission of the
crime were specified. However, it is important that the agreement was related to crime, that is the commission of
crimes (several crimes) ......................................
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I. Section 21, Paragraph (3), Point a) of Be. established by Act XXIX of 2017, in effect from 19 April 2017 shall be
applicable with regard to proceedings in process and binding verdicts provided that as a member of the secondary
council of the court, the judge acting during the review of the decision of the investigatory judge, is qualified
expelled from criminal proceedings started after 30 November 2016.
II. Starting proceedings before the European Court of Human Rights is in effect according to the Be., thus it does
not affect the application of the obligatory rules related to the court, and shall not give grounds to starting review
proceedings ........................................................
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The periodic review of the custody pending trial in accordance with Section 132 of the Be is the obligation of the
court. The obligation of periodic review shall also be applicable, if the motion is not submitted by the one entitled
to do so in connection with the custody pending trial. Therefore, if the proceeding of first instance is in progress,
the court of first instance shall submit the documents of the case a month prior to the deadline to the court of second
instance in accordance with Section 161, Paragraph (1) of IM Regulation 11/2014 (XII. 13.) on the tasks of courts
and other organs, with regard to the person in custody, during the conduct of the criminal proceedings and the
execution of the regulations made in the criminal cases. Presentation of the documents in the proceeding of second
instance is obviously not necessary, as the court of second instance shall perform the review, itself, however review
is obligatory in this case too. The lack of a motion submitted by the district attorney shall not constitute a procedural
violation affecting the validity of the court’s resolution, nor shall it result in groundlessness, as during the
justification of custody pending trial, the court of second instance shall examine the documents of the case ex officio
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If the binding resolution disclosed by way of an announcement is not contested by either the district attorney, or the
accused person, or the defence attorney, the court may apply a shortened justification when putting the resolution
in writing. However, the justification shall fully include all facts relevant from a material law standpoint. If the court
failed to include a fact in the verdict with regard to a crime established for the accused person, did not comply with
its justification obligation to an extent that due to this, the verdict is not suitable to be reviewed, thus the verdict is
to be repealed and the court is instructed to conduct new proceedings
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Summoning the accused person at large to a public hearing is not proper, if the summons are sent to the permanent
address of the accused person, but fails to send the same to the actual residential address of the accused person,
which was previously communicated to the court during the proceedings, and the summons sent to the permanent
address was returned with the note “was not picked up”.
The summons are not proper, if not sent to the actual residential address known by the court, thus the summoned
person has no possibility to know about the same. Thus the summoning of the accused person was not proper – as
it was only sent to the permanent address of the same –, thus its legal consequences shall not be applicable. The
public hearing could not have been held in the absence of the accused person, due to the summons being improper,
thus it constitutes a procedural violation giving rise to repeal and reason for review
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I. From the aspect of the renewal of the proceedings being allowed, a medical document (expert’s opinion) attached
to the renewal motion (or the appeal submitted if the same is rejected), shall not constitute new evidence – evidence
means submitted to a new fact targeted by the renewal -, which does not include any findings related to the
connections between the crime attributed to the accused person and the mental state of the accused person. Only the
motion related to the renewal of the proceeding attributes, assumes content to such evidence, however it does not
include any evidence, and does not even make its existence possible.
II. The Criminal Code provides for the (limiting or excluding) effect of pathological mental state to one being
accountable for his/her own actions not in general, but expressly in relation to the actual crime (specified in the base
case). In this regard the National Institute of Forensic Medicine makes obvious in its letter No. 14 on the expert
examinations and opinions of forensic psychiatry that the ability of recognition related to symptoms can be found based
on the examination – in the prosecution or compared to the facts of the verdict – related to the actual action
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The legally required period for the relapse to be established begins on the date of the verdict specifying binding
imprisonment for the previous wilful crime, and shall last for three years after the performance of the punishment or the
termination of the enforceability of the same. The culprit of the wilful crime committed during this period of time shall be
considered as repeat offender.
The highlight is on enforceable imprisonment related to a wilful criminal act, as relapse is grounded by the repeated
wilful commission within three years from the date of the verdict became effective, which specified the enforceable
imprisonment even, if the execution of imprisonment was not even started
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The punishment of the accused person in the appeal to higher tribunal, or the aggravation of the measure taken instead
of the penalty is only possible, if an appeal is announced for the same; by way of the prohibition of aggravation, the
court of second instance cannot pass a verdict specifying more severe punishment than the one set by the court of first
instance, not including punishments applied instead of imprisonment. Thus, if the court of first instance did not specify
any other punishment but the imprisonment, no other punishment can be specified – on top of injunction related to
public road driving – in the proceedings of second instance, while leaving the imprisonment intact
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In the loan agreement, the specification of an atypical guarantee independent from option right and other specified
guarantees is a possibility coming from the main rule of disposition, however it has to be apparent from the drafting
of the general terms and conditions. If the entitlement specified in the agreement related to the maintenance of the
possession of the register book is only collateral, and related to the right of option, it shall not be regarded as a
separate guarantee ..............................................
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The relative ineffectiveness of coverage withdrawal agreement means that such a transaction is in effect with regard
to the parties entering into the same, and is binding with regard to all, except for the obligee of the claim. The auction
buyer, when terminating joint ownership, irrespective of the entry in the land registry of the contract for
maintenance, may acquire the ownership of the property without any burden of usufruct or maintenance.
Consequently, the proportion related to the co-owner is aligned to the achievable higher price
357
I. In the town settlement agreement, the undertaking of the local government related to the alignment of its future
tax policy so that it would not increase the taxes payable by the other contracting partners under the scope of the
agreement, does not violate the local sovereign right of taxing of local governments.
II. The town settlement agreement is made by the local government not as a public law entity but as a private law
entity, thus the undertaken obligation can be guaranteed with a penalty
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For the insured person, for the protection of his/her rights against the insurance company and the beneficiary
specified in the agreement, it is sufficient to find that he/she did not provide his/her written approval to the
conclusion of the life insurance agreement ........
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The conjunctive conditions of the other establishment action specified in Section 123 of the Pp are the need of the
plaintiff to protect his/her rights against the defendant and the exclusion of the application related to performance.
With the establishment, the court shall provide an “advanced protection” compared to performance, but it is not
justified, if performance cannot be requested, because the claim cannot be fulfilled by way of civil proceedings
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The court may only refuse the application initiating proceedings based on Section 130, Paragraph (1), Point g) of the
Pp, without issuing summons, if the illegitimacy of the lawsuit can be established without actual examination – that is
the examination of right or rightful interest. The examination of the question, whether there is a right of claim of the
plaintiffs (locus standi) with regard to the defendants, is a material law question related to the merits of the case, in the
subject of which the court has to make a decision. The deficiency of the decision made by the notary in the property
protection case, that it does not include the obligatory content elements specified in Section 19, Point b) of Government
Regulation 17/2015 (II. 16.) shall not result in losing the right to turn to court
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The binding verdict violates the obligation of the integrity of the verdict, if it does not exhaust all claims of the
plaintiff enforced in the lawsuit .........................
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With regard to the fact that the court is not bound to the legal title specified by the party, the fact, if the owner of
the property, during the course of the proceeding of second instance related to the occupation of the property,
transfers the ownership of the property, however the occupation of the same is also further requested in accordance
with the lease agreement made with the new owner
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I. The judicial decision of the invalidity of the decision of the general assembly made on the election of the joint
representative is of ex nunc effect.
II. Shared expenses are part of the annual budget, however the invalidity of the decision of the general assembly
accepting the budget does not necessarily result in the invalidity of the decision of the general assembly made on
the determination of shared expenses. It is always to be decided based on the given circumstances, whether the
invalidity of the decision accepting the budget should also result in the invalidity of the decision specifying the
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In case of a loan taken out from the Austrian financial institute, where both the provision of the loan, and the payment
of the loan is made in EUR, there is no exchange risk, of which those having their salaries in HUF would be
necessary to be informed ...................................
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The contractual provision, according to which the financial institution is entitled to record consumer debts based on
its own records, and the contracting parties regard the fact certificate included in a public document made based on
such records, shall not be qualified as a legal statement, which acknowledges the debt, thus the obligation of
evidence is not changed for the consumer in a detrimental way, nor does it limit the consumer’s option to enforce
its claims. In consideration of all these, such contractual provision is not unfair
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Characters and extent of the information and notification obligation prior to the conclusion of an extremely risky
exchange rate swap transaction initiated by the investor, made not in the scope of investment advice
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If the court of second instance terminates the proceedings – at the request of both parties –, repeals the verdict of
the court of first instance, this shall not relate to the obligation of the payment of legal fees nor it is possible to have
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The application of Section 287, Paragraph (1), Point b) of Mt is ungrounded in a proceeding started based on Section
132, Paragraph (1) of the Pp., if in accordance with the data of the lawsuit, the party tried to enforce his/her claims
with regard to the very same right and the very same employer (application of legal consequences of the
unlawfulness of termination with immediate effect), however the designation of the same was made inaccurately
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The law does not prescribe an obligation for justification for the amendment of the appointment of the public servant,
as the unilateral statement of the public administration body, thus the lawfulness of the same is not determined by
whether the measure was real and rational, but by whether the public administration body complied with the
guarantee rules specified in Section 48 of the Kttv
389
Section 21, Paragraph (2) of the Kjt does not result in the fact that only for the entire period of the absence of the
missing person can a fixed period legal relationship be made, nor that substitution could only be made by one of
fixed period legal relationship or one person. Legal regulation shall not prevent the employer from ensuring
substitution by several fixed period legal relationships or several persons
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If the occupational health care doctor finds that the public servant is not capable to fulfil his/her tasks, his/her public
service shall be terminated by way of dismissal. In case of legal dispute, however, the reality and rationality of the
reason for dismissal shall be proven by the employer and the employer shall be obliged to take responsibility for the
rationality of the occupational health care doctor acting within the scope of interest of the employer, if such opinion
is later changed ..................................................
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The legal relationship related to the performance of work shall be examined upon the qualification of the type of the
agreement based on the qualifying factors. The court shall examine and assess the facts and evidence, which were
not known by the authority, but were existent upon decision-making and are necessary for the judgement of the case
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If the party did not perform the activity in a hot unit, under hot unit circumstances, for the judgement of the
entitlement for age discount, the identification of the job is not necessary
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Deadline set for the exercise of the right of pre-emption is a material law deadline. The specification of the deadline
is governed by Section 8:3, Paragraph (3) of the Civil Code.
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Unlawful withdrawal from customs supervision is performed, if the non-community product under customs
supervision is not presented at the destination customs office. The plaintiff shall be considered as a customs debtor,
because by way of its employee, it took part in the withdrawal from customs supervision, as the closure of product
transport procedure and placement into free distribution was initiated knowing that the non-community product was
not presented ......................................................
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In the town settlement agreement, there can be conditions, for the performance of which the application of a town
settlement instrument is necessary, thus the acceptance of the purpose desired by the developer by the local
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Exemption from the responsibility from environment pollution cannot be overwritten, if the polluter becomes
insolvent.............................................................
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Limitation compensation shall be provided to the person, who is the owner, or usufructuary of the property upon
the disadvantageous amendment of the district ranking. If the owner and the usufructuary do not enforce the
compensation claim of limitation, but sell the property, the person purchasing the property shall not be entitled to
limitation compensation, and limitation compensation cannot be requested based on the assignment agreement.
Limitation compensation request not enforced by the previous owner cannot be enforced later, as a non-existing
claim ..................................................................
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If the court, in any case established its authority or the lack thereof, or passed a verdict in the case, such decision
shall be obligatory for the proceeding authority.
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The settlement of budgetary subsidy and rehabilitation cost subsidy for employing those having an altered capacity to
work shall be performed based on the official agreement made between the parties. Financial and labour planning, the
preliminary agreement of the contract and the subsequent settlement, parties shall mutually cooperate with regard to
the continuity of the legal relationship, if there is such
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An object, which is displayed in a museum based on a deposit agreement, is not under general protection. In the
procedure related to the declaration of cultural assets as protected, the rules related to cultural heritage shall be
applicable. The institute of return obligation is regulated by public law, and is not the same as the return obligation
related to the deposit agreement. The existence of return obligation shall primarily be examined based on the heritage
protection laws and regulations in effect upon the import of the art in the country
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When determining that a building is a residential building, when determining the proportion apartment function
rooms within the entire are, proportioning shall only be made with regard to rooms, which can actually be used for
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various purposes. Apartments and rooms exclusively used for the use of the apartment shall be taken into account
with their entire area, and make them proportionate to the total area of the building
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For the lack of entry into registry, the taxpayer cannot enforce its tax refund claim with regard to commercial
gasoline, specified in Section 57/C, Paragraph (2) of Jöt
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II.

Article 12 of Council Directive 2003/109/EC of 25 November 2003 concerning the status of third-country nationals
who are long-term residents shall be interpreted so that the below law of the member state is in violation of the
same: as it is interpreted by a part of the courts of this member state, the application of conditions related to the
protection against expatriation of third country citizens with a long-term residential permit is not prescribed for all
public administration rulings related to expatriation irrespective of the type of the measure or the legal method of
the same .............................................................
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1. Article 101, Paragraph (1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union shall be interpreted so that the
selective distribution system of luxury products, which primarily serves the purpose of ensuring the luxury image
of these products is in compliance with this provision, if intermediaries are selected based on uniformly defined
objective qualitative criteria applied without discrimination with regard to all intermediaries, and if the specified
criteria do not surpass the necessary extent.
2. Article 101, Paragraph (1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union shall be interpreted so that the
below contractual provision similar to the one in the subject of the base case is not in violation of the same: contractual
provision, which prevents the contractual distributors of the selective distribution system of luxury products, which
primarily serves the purpose of ensuring the luxury image of these products, from using third party platforms in a
visibly manner during the internet sales of the products constituting the subjects of the agreement, if this provision is
related to the maintenance of the luxury image of the abovementioned products, furthermore uniformly specify and
apply the same without discrimination, and also it is proportionate to the realizable goal, and it shall be examined by
the court submitting the case.
3. Article 4 of Commission Regulation (EU) No 330/2010 of 20 April 2010 on the application of Article 101(3)
of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to categories of vertical agreements and concerted
practices shall be interpreted so that in circumstances similar to those in the base case, the prevention of the
contractual distributors of the selective distribution system of luxury products, which primarily serves the purpose
of ensuring the luxury image of these products, from using third party platforms in a visibly manner during the
internet sales of the products constituting the subjects of the agreement, shall not be qualified as a limitation under
Article 4, Point b) of the Regulation, or limitation under Article 4, Point c) of the same, related to passive sale to
final users ..........................................................
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